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Dates

We are lucky
to have you
as a mentor!

March 23
Monthly
Testing
No Mentors

Viking
Readers
mentors
Leipsic
Schools

March 2017

Mentors
donate
their
time to
help

We are thrilled to
welcome Poet back
to our program. They
have a team of 8
employees who take
turns mentoring
twice a week. What
a great example of
how a business
can volunteer
with less of an
impact to their
employees
schedules.

Look for
more details
about the
mentor
appreciation
event in the
April
newsletter.

Adult Mentors of the Month

Kris Cupp
Kris Cupp comes in on her day off
of work to volunteer with our
program. She has built a special
bond with her student. When her
student had to switch his Viking
Readers time midyear, Kris also
switched the time she mentors so
she could continue to work with
him.

Marcia Rigel

Marcia Rigel began volunteering
with us upon retirement six years
ago. She enjoys completing
lessons so she has time to play the
game with her student.
As Marcia was leaving recently,
she said, “He really is a good
student and tries hard. I’m proud
of him like a mother.”

We would like to welcome Cailey
Ward to our mentoring team. She
graduated from OSU with a
degree in Health and
Rehabilitation Sciences. Cailey
has been subbing in our school
and has decided to go back for
her teacher degree at Findlay
University. She also graciously
helps with our afterschool
program.

Student Mentors of the Month

Viking Readers Elementary
Student of the Month

Megan Langhals

Libby Quintero

Megan Langhals and Libby Quintero have been
student mentors for 3 years of their high school
life. They have both taken the Viking Readers
class for 2 years.
Libby starts our day off first period by always
being prepared for her students before they
enter our room.
When there is a break between elementary
students coming in our room, we can always
count on Megan to ask what else she can do to
help behind the scenes.

Thank you to all mentors
for the cards, kind words,
flowers and angel statue to
remember my Mother
making her trip to Heaven.
I truly am blessed to work
with such kind people!

Next issue…



Mentor Appreciation Event
End of the year coming soon

Ricky Derefugio’s
mentors have
commented on how much
he has improved over this
past year. He works very
hard on his lessons and
never seems to give up
even when the material is
challenging. Ricky has
moved up 5 levels this
year. He always enters
the room with a positive
attitude and works 110%
with his mentor!
We have many relatives
working together to help
Viking Readers. Look at the
faces on the egg border to see
our Viking Readers families.

